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Given the topological product @” = J-J,“=, Ck: , where C, stands for the com- 
plex field C for all K E N, we consider the complex vector space of all entire 
functionsf: C” --f C, which shall be denoted by &‘(CN). It is known that among 
the various usual topologies on X(P), there are only two different ones: The 
compact open topology 7s and its bornological associated topology 7g . This 
article provides a description of the topological duals of the function spaces 
(*(C”), ro) and (X(C”), ~~1. 
From now on we systematically use the following notations: For all j E N, 
rj’j: @” ---f @ is the corresponding canonical projection of Q=” onto C. For 71 E N, 
(Y = (011, 012 ,..., 4 E N”, y=(c, y2 ,..., Y,) E (R+)*, and z = (zi, z2 ,..., z,) E @” 
we write a! = oli! ... 01 ! yu = y;1 . . . y% 
jzl<rmeans/~~I <rj;drj=1,2,..., 
and II~ll=I~Il+-~~~f/~,I; 
n.?or 01 E W andfE X(P) the symbol 
(@/&N)f(0) stands for the complex number 
1. TOPOLOGIES ON THE SPACE Y(F) 
It is known [l, 31 that among the various usual topologies r,, , ~~ (n E N), 
7, , TUJ, and 76 on S(P), the following relationship holds: 
(4 To r ... 1 Tn zsz ‘.. = 7, zzzz Tw PI 
(b) 7, -=c 76 [31 
(c) 76 is the bornological topology associated with r0 [3]. 
We now give a new description of ‘TV which makes such a topology easier to 
handle for our purposes. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Given n E IV, a nonvoid open subset U C Cc” and a function 
j: C -+ C, we say that j depends only on the n first variables on U, if we have 
j(z) = j(z’) for all pairs of points z, z’ E U such that zk = zk for K = 1, 2,..., n. 
To each entire function Jo X(P), we can obviously associate an entire 
function j* E: S(P) depending only on the n first variables on Cc”, and so, by 
identifying j and j *, we have the inclusions 
%qC”) c 3r(@l) c ... c sv(C’“) c ... c squ?), 
where &‘(cO) stands for the constant functions. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For each f  E S(P) there is an index n E N such that ,f 
depends only on the nfirst variables on C”. That is, 
The proof can be found in [l] or [9]. 
We always consider the spaces Z’(P), n E N, endowed with their correspond- 
ing compact open topologies, so that for each pair m, n E N, m > n, the cano- 
nical inclusion X(F) C S(0) is continuous, X(@) has the topology induced 
by the one of H(V), and Z(F) is a closed subspace of Z(@“). 
DEFINITION 1.2. We define the topology or on Z’(@“) as the inductive limit 
of the corresponding compact open topologies on A!(@“) when n E N. 
Remark 1.1. The function space (S(F), TJ is a strict inductive limit, it is 
also a separated, barreled, bornological, Monte1 and nonmetrizable space. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The topoZogy 7L is the same as r8 on X’(CN). 
We prove that or is the bornological topology associated with 7. on H(P), 
which is known to be 76 . Obviously T,, < 7r , so it suffices to show that each 
subset x of S(C”) which is To-bounded is also T,-bounded. 
Let x be a To-bounded subset of Z(P). There is a neighborhood V of the 
origin of Cc” such that 
We may assume that V is of the form 
I’ = {z E cc”; / zj 1 < E,j = l,..., n: 
for some n E N and E > 0, and prove that x C X(F) and that x is bounded in 
SqC”). 
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From (*) we get that every f~ x depends only on the 12 first variables on V, 
and by Proposition 1.1, for every f E x there is an m E N such that f E Y(F). 
Accordingly, (a/&z,) f = 0 on V for all f E X, and for all j E N, j > n. Because of 
the identity principle we have (a/&z,) f = 0 on C” for all f E x and all j E N, 
j > n, that is, x C Z(@“). Besides, if K is a compact subset of Q=“, 
K’ = Kx{O} x -.. is compact on C”, and 
whatever f E x may be, which completes the proof. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL DUALITY ON THE SPACE S(Cfi) 
For purposes of reference, we briefly summarize here some results about 
topological duality on S(C”), with tl fixed in N. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For each k E N we represent by Exp(k) the vector space 
of all g E &‘(C*) such that there exists a constant C > 0 verifying 
for all x E @“. 
The application 
g * II g Ilk = SUP I &W”Y g E Exp(N 
zoc? 
is a norm on Exp(K), (Exp(k), I] Ilk) h as a topology strictly finer than the one 
induced by S(UY), and is a Banach space. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We represent by Exp Q=” the vector space UKEN Exp(k), 
which is endowed with the corresponding inductive limit topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The application 5: Exp Q=” -+ X’(@)’ giwen by 
i&f t-+ (f, is?> = & $&f (0) &m 
where g E Exp Q=” and f E &‘(C”), is an isomorphism between the topological vector 
spaces Exp Q=” and the strong topological dual /f(C)’ of Z(F). 
For the proof, consult [IO, Theorem 22.21. 
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3. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE STRONG DUALS X(F)', 
(s(cN); TO)', AND (z&N), ~1)' 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For each pair m, n E N, m > n, the appZication pmS71: 
X(P) + X(@“) given by 
m--n 
Pm,nf: z t-+ Pm,nf (4 =f (? G-70), 
where f  E X(U?) and z E 0, is a continuous projector of Z’(U?) onto 8’(V), and 
the corresponding transposed application is a strict morphism between the strong 
topological duals X(c*)’ and %(I?)‘. 
The proof is easy. 
Now, given a fixed n E N and f  E Z(P) it is possible to find an m E N, m >, n, 
such that f  E S’(P), that allows us to state the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For each n E N th,e upplicationp,: ~(V)-+&‘(@“)given by 
P&f b Pnf = Pm.nf, f  E =q@“), 
is a continuous projector of (S’(V), 7,-J onto Z(@“), and the corresponding 
transposed application is a strict morphism between the strong topological duals 
.X(F) and (Z’(V), TJ’. 
Because of the two propositions above, we have the following diagram, in 
which all arrows are continous inclusions. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The inclusion UnsN X(V)’ C (Z(@“), TV)’ is strict. 
Indeed, let 8 E 62” be a point with infinitely many coordinates ej + 0, and 
pp the evaluation at ZJ morphism, 
Gf ++ <fY k> =f(E), f  E Sq@“). 
It holds that pe E (S’(F), rs)‘, h owever, t.~~ 4 UnEN S’(P)‘. The first is obvious. 
Concerning the second if we assume the contrary, there would exist an n E N 
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such that pt E X(F)‘, and because of Proposition 2.1 there would exist 
g, E Exp Q)” such that pe = Bge , that is, 
f(5) = (Pn(f>, it&> 
would hold for all f~ #(CN). Rut this is false if we take as f the jth projection 
nj: C” + @ with an indexj such thatj > n and & # 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The set UnCN H(Cn)’ is dense in the space (S’(@“), TJ’. 
Indeed, given p E (.%‘(CN), TJ’, let us denote by p,, the restriction of p to 
&‘(Cn), n E N. We have thenp, E S’(C)‘. On the other hand, as (X(C”), TJ is a 
strict inductive limit, given any bounded x of (.&‘(CN), -rr) there is an rro E N such 
that x is contained in .%‘(Da). Hence, 
for ah n E N, n > rzo , that is, t.~,, -+ CL in (X(CN), rJ’. 
COROLLARY 1. The set (Sf(@“), To)’ is dense in the SpUCe (.%(@“), 7~)‘. 
Indeed, this is an immediate consequence of the inclusions 
n,jN x(@“)’ c (H(Q=‘), To)’ c (fl(Q=N), Tr)‘. 
COROLLARY 2. The space (&f(@“), Tr)’ is the completion of (.%(cN), TV)‘. 
Indeed, the space (.V(CN), 71)’ is complete when endowed with the strong 
topology, because it is the strong topological dual of a bornological space. 
Besides, the strong topology on (.%?(cN), TV)’ induces on (s(@), TV)’ precisely 
the strong topology on this space (because TV is the bomological topology 
associated with To), and (%(cN), To)’ is dense in (x(Q)“), TV)‘. 
4. TOPOLOGICAL DVALITY ON THE SPACES (.%(C"),T~) AND (.Zf'(CN), TV) 
Throughout this section the symbol PI represents the set of sequences CY = 
(aj)icN of nonnegative integer numbers such that CL~ = 0 for all but a finite 
number of indexes. Obviously, we may identity 91 with UneN N”. 
Let p E (.X?(cN), Tr)‘; for n E N, the restriction CL,, of TV to .X?‘(@“) belongs to 
Z(C)‘, hence by Proposition 2.1, there is a g, E Exp Cn identifiable to p,, by 
means of the corresponding transformation 3. Let us associate the set of 
complex numbers 
to each p,, , TZE N. 
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By means of Cauchy’s inequalities and Stirling’s formula it is possible to 
find constants C, >, 0 and M, E N such that 
for all LY E N”. That justifies the following: 
DEFINITION 4.1. We define Exp, @” as the vector space of the applications 
g: ‘2I -+ C such that for every n E N there are constants C, > 0 and AZ, E- N 
(depending on g and n) verifying 
for all 01 E N”. 
We now endow the space Exp, C” with a suitable topology. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For each n E N andg E Exp, C” tlae series CuelBl,, (l/or!) g(a) u”” 
is convergent whatever z E 62 may be. Besides the application 
g,: z-g,(z),= c -$(a) X”, ZE C” 
oshln 
defines an element of Exp P. 
Indeed, let C, > 0 and M, E N be such that / g(a)! < C,MfI’, for all 01 E N”. 
We have 
for all x E @“. On the other hand, whatever Y > 0 may be, we have 
which implies g, E Z’(@) and, from (*), gn E Exp (MJ . 
From now on, we consider the space Exp, CN endowed with the projective 
limit of the topologies of the spaces Exp C”, n e N, relative to the linear applica- 
tions 
A: g r-t *n(g) = gn 3 g E Exp, @“. 
We now construct an isomorphism between the topological vector spaces 
Exp, C” and (*(a=“), or)‘, and so we have a description’of (X(P), TJ. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. For each g E Exp, C”, each n E N, and each f E Z(C), the 
series 
is convergent. 
Indeed, from Cauchy’s inequalities we get 
(1) 
for all ar E W and Y > 0. On the other hand, there are C, > 0 and M,, E N such 
that 
I &)I d GMP (2) 
for all OL E fW. From (1) and (2) one gets 
(3) 
for all r E R+. Taking r > M,, we get the desired result. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For each g E Exp, Q=” the application 
5&f t-+ (f, ih9 = &$&f (O)i!W, 
where f E S(F), n E N is an element of (X(C"), rJ'. 
Indeed, &g is linear, and continuous because (.@(CN), or) is the inductive limit 
of the spaces (H(@n)),sN , and, according to (3) we have 
for all r E lR+ (r > M,), all 7t E N, and all f E X(P). 
Remark 4.1. The fact that X(P) = (Jns~ X(P) and the density of P(0) = 
eksN Y(W’“) in S’(P) for all 7t E N, allows us to say that each element 
TV E (H(P), or)’ is determined by its images on P(“C”), n E N, k E N, and so, by 
the images on the polynomials of the form 
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THEOREM 4.1. The application 
is an isomorphism between the topological vector spaces Exp, @” and (2’?(6?), TV)‘. 
Indeed, & is obviously linear. It is injective because if we had g E Exp, C” 
and &g = 0, it would be (P, , &g) = 0 for all (Y E 2l. As (P, , %lg> == g(a) 
holds for all 01 E PI, it would be g(a) = 0 for all cy E 91, and g = 0. 
Let us prove that it is surjective. Given any p E (X(cN), TV)‘, consider the 
application 
Such g belongs to Exp, C”. Indeed, if pR is the restriction of p to Z’(Q?), n E N, 
there exist C, 3 0 and a nonvoid compact K, of a=” such that 
holds for all fe s?(@“). In particular 
holds for all 01 E lV. If  M, is a natural number greater than 
we have 
max sup I ~&>I , 
j=l,%...,n zEK, 
whatever n E N and 01 E N” may be. 
On the other hand, we have (P, , s,g) = g(a) == (P, , p) for all n E%, 
which according to Remark 4.1 proves that srg = p. Finally, taking into 
account Proposition 2.1, for proving the continuity of 5r and 8;’ it is enough 
to show that the strong topology on (#(UT), TJ’ is the projective limit of the 
strong topologies on the spaces Z(@“)‘, n E N, relative to the linear applications 
and this is an easy consequence of the fact that 7, is the strict inductive limit 
of the topologies on X(V), n E N. 
We now turn to giving a description of the strong topological dual of (&@(a=“), 
7.“). 
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DEFINITION 4.2. The symbol Exp, QY represents the vector subspace of 
Exp, Cc” consisting of the applications g: ‘QI + @ such that there are positive 
constants C; Ml ,..., Mn , . . . . verifying 
for all 01 E 91. 
/g(a)/ < CM”= CM,“I... M, 
We consider this space endowed with the topology induced on it by the one 
on Exp, C”. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For every g E Exp, @” the application &g dejked in Pro- 
position 4.3 is an eZement of (*(cN), TJ’. 
Indeed, given HIS ~‘?(a=~), let us fix n E N SO that fe H(P). Because of 
Cauchy’s inequalities we have 
(1) 
for all 01 E N* and r E (R+)%. As g E Exp, C”, there are constants C; Ml ,..., 
M ~ ,..., such that 
I g(4 < CMa (2) 
holds for all 01 E N”. From (1) and (2) we get 
(3) 
for all r E (lR+)“. Now, let us choose 
rj = 2jMj , j = 1, 2,..., 
C’ = c fi (1 - ly, 
j=l 3 
K = fi &j(O), 
j=l 
where Drj(0) represents the closed disk with center at the origin and radius rj 
in C (observe that C’ is well defined and K is compact in c’). 
Having in mind that the series CcreNn (1/2p1 ... ( 1/2n)am has the sum 
I-g1 (1 - (l/2’))-’ f or all n E N and that (1 - (1/2j))-l > 1 for all j E N, 
from (3) we get 
IU, 5zg>l G C’ “ZltKp IfWl 
whateverfc Z(P) may be, that is, i&g E (s(CN), 7s)‘. 
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THEOREM 4.2. The application &, , restriction of St given in Theorem 4.1 to 
the subspace Exp, @“, is an isomorphism between the topological vector spaces 
Exp, cN and (X(C”), T,J’. 
Indeed, the linearity and injective character of &, are immediate. To prove 
that k,, is surjective, we have to show that for every !L E (X(P), T,,)‘, the applica- 
tion 
g:ol~g(a)=(p,,p:, o!E%, 
is an element of Exp, a=“. Given p E (Z(UY), 7”)’ there are C E W and a compact 
K of CN such that 
l<f, &I d “ZKp If(G 
holds for all fe S’(P). In particular, for n E N and a E fVn we have 
If for every j E N we write Mi = supzEK 1 Eli , we get 
for all LY E ill. 
The continuity of ‘& and iJo1 are consequences of Theorem 4.1 and the fact 
that the strong topology on (&?(cN), T,,)’ is the one induced by the strong topo- 
logy on (&((CN), TJ’. 
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